
The six or seven vehicles that come off the assem-
bly line each day at Riverside plant in Indiana’s
Amish country look more like houses than cars,

with workers installing wooden roofs and fiberglass
insulation before applying coats of gleaming white
paint. For decades, recreational vehicles have been
icons of the American road: Homes-on-the-go fur-
nished with beds, showers, kitchens and even television
dens that offer families the freedom to roam and see
the vast country.

In an election year, RVs tell an additional story.
Experts consider them bellwethers of the economy,
dream-buys for Americans who only shell out the tens of
thousands of dollars when they feel comfortable. As the
election season opens, a team from AFP traveled (albeit
not by RV) from Washington to Iowa, which holds the
first presidential nomination contest on Feb 3, in hopes of
feeling the economic and political pulse of the country.

In the northeastern patch of Indiana centered
around Elkhart, the verdict from the RV industry
appeared to be that the economy - a key factor in
whether President Donald Trump is re-elected -seems
strong, although a notch less than recently. “A lot of
people think that RVs are an economic indicator and
in many ways it is, because a recreational vehicle is
not a have-to-have, it’s a want-to-have,” said Don
Clark, CEO of Grand Design, a maker of high-end RVs
started in 2012. Clark said that tariffs, imposed by
Trump on steel, aluminum and other materials crucial
for manufacturing, have “had an impact” and been an
“inconvenience”, but the industry nonetheless was

braced for its fourth biggest year on record.

‘Not a bad picture’ 
At the RV Hall of Fame museum, whose displays

include a 1913 Model-T with a convertible dining table
described as the first recreational vehicle, veteran
industry watcher Sherman Goldenberg said he expects
a dip of six percent in shipments in 2019 from the pre-
vious year. The industry has climbed since the after-
math of the Great Recession in the late 2000s, and
“after an eight-year run of growth, at some point it
planed out, as all things do,” said Goldenberg, publisher
of industry magazine RVBusiness.

“Did it plummet? Did it dive? No, it didn’t,” he said.
“It’s not a bad picture, but no, we’re not breaking
records.” He said that younger people - who have
coined terms such as “glamping” for high-end camping
- have helped revitalize an industry dominated by older
people. Goldenberg, who estimated shipments of
around 400,000 RVs in 2019, said one factor was man-
ufacturers slowing down to keep pace with supply after
making more RVs than could be sold in previous years.

Eric Sims, an economist at the University of Notre
Dame in nearby South Bend, said that past overpro-
duction was an issue - but may be exaggerated by the
industry. “There’s some of that going on, but I think that
there is also a general slowing of demand for these
kinds of vehicles in the economy,” Sims said. “I would
characterize the RV industry as still doing well,” he
said. “Relative to where things were three or four years
ago, things have cooled off a little.”

Hard-working Amish 
Production at the RV factories often begins before

dawn to accommodate the farming schedule of the
Amish, who make up much of the workforce even
though they cannot drive motorized vehicles them-
selves. Men sporting suspenders and beards, and
women wearing plain dresses and white “kapp” head-
pieces, punched out their shifts using time clocks
before some left on bicycle. Mervin Lehman, general
manager at Riverside, where up to 80 percent of labor
is Amish, said that the workers delighted the company.

“The ethic of coming to work every day, good work-
manship, that kind of culture, is what they bring,” he
said. “On the flipside, it’s a very good, lucrative paying
job. With an eighth-grade education, there is nowhere
else you can go to earn the money that this community
can,” he said, referring to the Amish custom of ending
school at the start of their teenage years.

While the Amish are forbidden from buying RVs, for
other Americans, the main question is cost. Keith Hess
of Wisconsin, visiting the RV Hall of Fame with his wife
of 38 years, said he expected to be able to buy a long-
sought $100,000 unit in five years. “We would like to
take a month or two to travel the West Coast to Alaska,
just being able to be self-sufficient as you travel, to
stop and have a meal or to pull off and use the bath-
room,” he said. “We are very fortunate in North
America that we can drive to a lot of places,” he said.
“You can see a lot of beautiful sites that God has cre-
ated for us.” — AFP 
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When the SARS virus spread across China
in 2002-3, the government in Beijing
reacted with secrecy and obstruction.

This year’s coronavirus outbreak is being tackled
very differently - a key test for President Xi Jinping
and the increasingly sophisticated authoritarian
system he presides over.

One thing is certain: China has been able to
respond in a way it’s almost impossible to imagine
any other country beginning to be capable of. That
means not just a colossal deployment of state
resources - up to half a million healthcare workers
being rushed to the most affected city, Wuhan, and
the wider province of Hubei, and two new hospi-
tals said to be being built in little more than a
week. It also means a measure of centralized state
control that has effectively locked down not just
the immediate area but much of China’s national
transit system.

As with all infectious disease outbreaks, how
successful those steps will be depends on whether
China can change its citizens’ behavior fast enough
to stay ahead of a disease that is very much still
being understood. That also means incentivizing its
local officials to communicate details swiftly and
efficiently, rather than covering them up as they did
during 2002-3 for fear of official retribution. Much
of that will depend on the nature of the virus and
how it develops. Xi warned this weekend that it
appeared to be becoming more contagious.

That the Chinese leader himself was taking such
a forward- leaning position is itself a major
change. Because of Xi’s leadership, along with
economic growth, technological change and more,
China is now a very different place to the turn-of-
the-century, albeit still very much the same melt-
ing pot of humans, animals and highly mobile pop-
ulations that helped produce that outbreak. Those
in charge in Beijing now have much greater ability
to monitor and persuade their population, as well
as exert direct control over those with authority
on the ground.

Social media
Already, social media platforms such as Weibo

have seen what appeared to be centrally coordinat-
ed campaigns using celebrities and social media
influencers to push people away from using wildlife
markets such as that believed to have been the epi-
centre of the virus. Transport networks have been
shut down with remarkable speed, and within the
worst affected areas most of the local population
wants to stay inside and limit social interaction.

Such direct control has been simply impossible
in most outbreaks elsewhere in the world, such as
that of Ebola in West Africa from 2013-16. Then,
while regional transport networks also largely
ceased, that was largely due to trucking and other
firms simply stopping work, with much less central
coordination. There’s no doubt many local and
regional officials in China still fear the conse-
quences of speaking bad news to power, but it may
well be that Xi has successfully instilled even more
fear of being caught covering up such details.

Containing a respiratory disease like coronavirus
is more challenging than a hemorrhagic outbreak
such as Ebola, which is only communicable through
direct touch and bodily fluids. Corona may even be
infectious before symptoms appear, which would
make it much harder to lock down.

New technology
New technology may provide some good news,

in terms of much faster testing and the development
of new vaccines and treatments. Whatever the
immediate outcome of the outbreak, one more last-
ing legacy might well be even greater centralization.
On a host of health fronts including drug regulation,
China retains a far from effective provincial struc-
ture that experts say has often made addressing
health problems more difficult.

Indeed, in some ways China seems to be using
this entire situation to demonstrate the reach and
effectiveness of its technological authoritarian struc-
ture, increasingly using the combination of mass sur-
veillance and big data to monitor and coerce its
population in ways that would have been unimagin-
able even a decade ago. It’s a structure that has
been tested most recently by unrest in Hong Kong,
with the crackdown against ethnic Muslim Uighurs
in northwest China a stark demonstration of just
how brutal the system can be.  — Reuters 
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RVs show US economy strength in election year 
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Recreational vehicles are seen in various states of assembly at Grand Design RV on Jan 24, 2020 in Middlebury, Indiana. — AFP 
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Communication and 
control are key to 
tackling China virus 

Will Brexit see 
Europe division at 
Security Council? 

In a recent UN Security Council vote on extending
cross-border aid to Syria, Britain aligned with the
United States and abstained in a rare split with its

European partners that could herald others to come
after Brexit. Some diplomats played down the Jan 10
vote by pointing out that while there can be coordina-
tion in such negotiations, the vote ultimately remains
above all a national political decision. But others drew
clear conclusions on the unusual position adopted by
London during the vote on Syria, which was co-
authored by Germany and Belgium and backed by
France and Estonia.

“The United Kingdom is gaining independence,”
a UN official speaking on condition of anonymity
told AFP. “In negotiations, this may not change too
much. But when it comes to votes, whether or not to
use a veto, it will weigh,” said the source. As a per-
manent member of the UN Security Council, London
wields veto power equal to Paris, Washington,
Moscow and Beijing.

With Britain’s exit from the EU on Jan 31, “the
United Kingdom will no longer be bound by European
positions”, the official said. “With the United States,
the United Kingdom risks playing the same role as
China, which often acts in support of Russia.” The
rapprochement between President Donald Trump and
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson will also come
into play, several diplomats at the UN headquarters
predicted.

What is certain is that Brexit will see Britain leave
all European coordination meetings which are held
regularly in New York. Article 34 of the Treaty on
European Union provides that its members in the UN
Security Council  “shall  consult together” and
“defend” the interests of the bloc. Instructions are still
awaited from Brussels on the procedures to be fol-
lowed from Feb 1. European members of the council,
however, expect London to continue “genuine coop-
eration” with them during the transition period, and
they would reciprocate.

‘Case by case’ 
For common positions, this will likely be on a “case

by case” basis, according to several diplomats who
said they hope Britain retains a “willingness to contin-
ue to work together” with the EU on various concerns
such as Iran or North Korea. So far, Paris, Berlin and
London have maintained a united front against the US
decision to withdraw from the 2015 Iranian nuclear

agreement. In recent months, the three have also been
in lockstep on North Korea, calling for UN Security
Council meetings after each ballistic missile test by
Pyongyang and jointly demanding the maintenance of
international sanctions.

At the Security Council, France has more at risk
than others with Britain’s departure from the
European Union. Faced with an often unpredictable
US administration, London and Paris could present a
united European front in three-way negotiations. But
in future, France could find itself in a minority vis-a-
vis its two partners. Through the rotation of council’s
non-permanent members, France could also find itself
as the only EU member among the 15 participants in
2022 if Albania succeeds Estonia and Ireland is not
elected next June.

No comments were forthcoming from the British
diplomatic mission to the UN on the future positioning
of London in the Security Council or in the UN
General Assembly. Will London move closer to the
CANZ group (Canada, Australian and New Zealand),
all members of the Commonwealth? Or go it alone like
Russia, China and Japan do? In this case, Britain “risks
being pulled into the American orbit,” the UN official
believes. And among the practical and immediate con-
sequences of Brexit, London will have to strengthen its
diplomatic mission in New York since it will no longer
be represented in multiple UN meetings by the
European mission. — AFP 

North Korea urges 
citizens to ‘break 
through barriers’ 

While a North Korean deadline for the United
States to soften its stand on denuclearization
talks passed uneventfully over the New Year,

state media and propaganda efforts have been focusing
on the prospect of a long confrontation with the United
States. Optimism that two years of contacts between
leader Kim Jong Un and US President Donald Trump
would usher in a new age, and related hopes for eco-
nomic improvement after decades of deprivation,
appear to have faded.

Instead, the government has been hard at work in
recent weeks using state media, propaganda posters,
and performances to warn the public of a bumpy road
ahead under US and international pressure. The propa-
ganda effort has included calls for North Koreans to
“break through barriers” and strengthen the country.
The weekend’s Lunar New Year celebrations included a
concert for Kim and other dignitaries with tributes to
the country’s leaders for overcoming adversity.

It is a familiar message for North Koreans, but one

that now underscores that the leadership does not
foresee a breakthrough in diplomacy any time soon.
“The message will be that because of the US hostile
policy and sanctions, that things will be more difficult
for the foreseeable future,” said Andray Abrahamian, a
visiting scholar with George Mason University Korea.
Behind the scenes, North Korean officials still say they
are seeking badly needed sanctions relief, said one
European scholar who regularly attends informal meet-
ings with North Korean representatives.

Publicly, North Korea has said it is no longer bound
by commitments to halt nuclear and missile testing,
blaming the United States for failing to meet the year-
end deadline for it to show more flexibility in the
nuclear talks and its “brutal and inhumane” sanctions.
Since Kim came to power in 2011, many North Koreans
have steadily seen living conditions improve compared
with deprivation and even famines of the 1990s. In
2018, Kim doubled down by declaring the “completion”
of the nuclear weapons program would allow the gov-
ernment to focus on economic development.

‘Worrying time’
But the failure to win sanctions relief is putting Kim

in a sensitive spot. “In 2012, Kim promised that there
would be no more belt tightening, so for him to call on
the country to prepare for exactly that sends a very
clear message,” Abrahamian said. “Most North
Koreans have seen their economic prospects improve

under Kim Jong Un so I’m sure this is a worrying time
for them.”

The propaganda push is designed to support a line
Kim set out in a speech at the end of last year calling
for North Koreans to brace for an “arduous and pro-
longed struggle” and to foster a self-reliant economy
because of a delay in the anticipated lifting of sanc-
tions, analysts said. Kim used that speech to acknowl-
edge North Korea may need to “tighten our belts” for
the time being.

But state media and propaganda have not yet widely
pushed that line widely, likely in part because of Kim’s
past promises, said Rachel Minyoung Lee, an analyst
with NK News, a website that monitors North Korea.
“It is a controversial term and North Korea will likely
roll it out very subtly and carefully,” she said. The final
months of 2019 saw senior officials warning the United
States not to ignore its threat of a “new way” if it did
not offer more concessions in talks aimed at getting
North Korea to abandon its nuclear weapons.

Beyond a warning from Kim that the world would
soon see a “new strategic weapon”, however, the dead-
line passed uneventfully. Since then, the North’s state
media has been ominously quiet on the issue of talks
with the United States. “I have a feeling they’re biding
their time to roll out some changes to their foreign poli-
cy, including US policy, and North Korea may make its
intentions clearer as it gets closer to the showcasing of
its ‘new strategic weapon’,” Lee said. — Reuters 


